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Motivation and
main question(s)



Punctuation is constant (vs. scripts, which are variable).
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Es war spät abends, als K. ankam. German  

Был уже поздний вечер, когда приехал К. Russian

Ήταν αργά το βράδυ όταν έφτασε ο Κ. Greek

Kが到着したのは夜遅くだった。 Japanese

Franz Kafka, The Castle (1922)



Punctuation is constant (vs. scripts, which are variable).
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1

sociocultural fit

linguistic fit

processing fit

SYSTEM-SPECIFIC

TYPOLOGICAL

UNIVERSAL

how suitable WS is for
physiological and

cognitive processing

how well WS maps to other levels
(phonological, morphological) of

given language (type)

how given WS meets
need of given literate
culture/community

(cf. Meletis 2020)



Punctuation is constant (vs. scripts, which are variable).

Punctuation relates to many linguistic levels.
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1

2

graphemes phonemes
morphemes

punctuation units morphology
syntax
text
prosody
pragmatics
…



Punctuation is constant (vs. scripts, which are variable).

Punctuation relates to many linguistic levels.

Punctuation is genuinely ‘written’ and underlines the need for an independent 
grapholinguistics.
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Previous
graphem(at)ic

assessments of
punctuation



• ‘punctuational big bang’ is traced back to 
ancient Greece (around 200 BC) (cf. Houston 
2013)

• development of punctuation is closely linked to 
the establishment of a scriptio discontinua (cf. 
Saenger 1997)

punctuation can thus be seen as a 
(and characteristic) system or a secondary part 
of the writing system
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Trajan‘s Column, Rome (completed AD 113)
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letters digits
special

characters
punctuation

units
blank 
space

identifiable without context + + + + –

recodable + + + – –

freely combinable + + – – –

paired + – – – –

(cf. Bredel 2008)



punctuation as “a 
special graphic 

subsystem” in which 
“punctuation marks 
behave similarly to 

graphemes”                    
(cf. Baudusch 1981: 

206-207)

graphemes as “the 
smallest units of 

written language that 
can be defined both 

formally and 
functionally”, 

punctuation signs as 
“graphemes in the 

narrower sense” but 
not as “basic 
graphemes”               

(cf. Gallmann 1985: 
10-11, 18)

graphemes as “the 
smallest distinctive, 

syllabically 
autonomous units of 

written language”   
(cf. Berg 2019: 29)

graphemes as a basic 
written unit “that (1) 

distinguishes 
meaning, (2) has 

linguistic value […] 
and (3) is minimal” (cf. 

Meletis 2019: 43)
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• punctuation units are used “to make the infinite series of letters […] clear for the eye” (cf. 
Bieling 1880: 5)

• Gallmann (1985: 27) therefore calls them “comfort graphemes”

• a range of psycholinguistic studies on different writing systems show that readers use 
punctuation in language processing, see Hill/Murray (2000) for the comma in English, 
Niikuni/Muramoto (2014) for the comma in Japanese, Schlechtweg (2022) for the quotation 
marks in English among many others
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Punctuation units differ from default graphemes (“basic graphemes”) – both functionally 
and formally.

Attempting to establish the grapheme status of all punctuation units (i. e., treating them 
as a coherent set) is part of the problem rather than the solution.

Punctuation units nonetheless seem to have a common basic function: They serve as 
reading aids at different linguistic/communicative levels.
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Toward the
graphem(at)ic

status of
punctuation



Universals: System/

• lack of visual salience, ‘smallness’

• small punctuation marks are not extended: at the formal level, they differ 
strongly from default graphemes

• but: in non-alphabetic writing systems, there are ‘smaller’ graphemes such as 
the optional (short) vowel graphemes in the Arabic abjad or the commonly 
smaller ‘satellite’ vowel graphemes in abugidas

• there is a lack of independent examples (cf. Sampson 2016) but it is significant 
that punctuation marks have prevailed for a long time and in diverse writing 
systems (by being adopted and adapted)

. ; , : - — … ‘ ? ! () „“

Punctuation marks in German (cf. Bredel 2008)
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Universals: System/

. , ( ) „ “

German end of a sentence 
as a parsing unit

continuation of
‘sentence-
grammatical’ 
parsing and 
coordination or 
subordination of 
what follows

introduction of a 
side discourse

distancing from own 
text (either because 
it is quoted or to 
express reservation, 
cf. Klockow 1980)

English as in German as in German (for 
more details see
Lindbüchl 2014)

as in German <“”>, as in German

Greek as in English as in English

also in use as a 
silent letter as in 
ó,ti (whatever) vs. 
óti (that)

as in English <« »>, as in English
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Universals: System/

. , ( ) „ “

Russian as in English as in German, but 
used very liberally

only used to mark 
pure asides

only for inlined
direct speech and 
other quotation, 
otherwise em-
dashes are used

Chinese jùhào <。>
“Apparently 
Chinese people 
don’t use jùhào to 
complete a 
sentence […] but 
instead to complete 
a block of clauses 
[…], thus expressing 
the completeness of 
a meaning or idea” 
(Sun 2022: 222)

as in English, but 
separate comma 
for enumeration    
<、>

as in English <「」> as a 
quotation mark
used in Traditional 
Chinese (<『』> 
when embedded 
within single); in 
Simplified Chinese, 
these marks are 
used in vertical 
writing, <“”> in 
horizontal writing,
<《》>, <〈〉>,       
<﹏> for titles
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Universals: System/

. , ( ) „ “

Japanese <。> as in English <、> 
used very liberally

as in English
(but also variety of 
other brackets that 
are versatile)

<「」> as in English

Thai minor pauses are seldom marked by a 
comma, major pauses by a period, but 
most often they are not used and instead
a blank space is used (cf. Haas 1980: 89)

as in English (but also used rather rarely)

Arabic as in English < ،> as in English as in English as in English

Hebrew as in English as in English as in English formely <„“>, now 
<“”> as in English
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Universals: System/

• main function of default graphemes: transportation of meaning through their 
combination (most prominently in written words, cf. Schmidt 2018)

• punctuation, in contrast, is not part of the structures of texts that carry meaning 
(cf. Gallmann 1985: 24) 

• related to that: default graphemes combine freely with each other, punctuation 
units do not

this results in two super-classes of graphemes: content graphemes
(letters/characters and digits) vs. function graphemes (or ‘structure graphemes’, 
punctuation units and blank spaces)
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Universals: 

• punctuation units can be ‘pragmatically repurposed’ (cf. Androutsopoulos 2022,
Busch 2021 among others)

• examples have been described in various writing systems, for example:

• the ‘agitation mark’ (Aufregezeichen) in German: <!!11!>

• the ellipsis to insinuate something, e.g., in German and Greek: <…>

• the tilde <~> (as a standalone mark) to indicate sarcasm, e.g., in Japanese 
and Thai

• pragmatic (or communicative) functions seem to be among the most palpable

cf. Bohatsch (2018)
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Variation

• formally: visually more coherent and 
systematic than those in the Western 
set, formed of dots and small strokes

• functionally: basic reading
instructions, additional structuring
functions

፠ section mark

፡ word separator

። full stop (period)

፣ comma

፥ colon

፤ semicolon

፦ preface colon

፧ question mark

፨ paragraph separator

Ge‘ez script (Ethiopia and Eritrea)
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Variation

• other ‘distinct’ punctuation units are often no longer in use, for example in Thai: 
<๏>, <๚>, <๛>

• same function, different forms: in many writing systems there is also an iteration 
unit like <ๆ> in Thai, <々>, <ゝ> and <ヽ> in Japanese and the numeral <2> in 
Indonesian, Filipino and Malay

• same form, different functions: the <;> in Greek is used as a question mark (and 
<·> takes over the function of the semicolon as we know it); in Armenian, the <.> 
is used as a colon and <:> as a full stop

• in Armenian punctuation units for questions and exclamations appear diacritic-
like above (or slightly to the right of) the vowel: <՜> (exclamation), <՛> (emphasis), 
<՞> (question)

• punctuation may be the ultimate example of cultural diffusion

• variation is, however, mostly visual, while functionally, punctuation seems to be
more stable
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Punctuation: A 
graphem(at)ic
phenomenon?



• Fuhrhop/Peters (2023) differentiate between graphemic and graphematic

graphemic everything that pertains to the grapheme as a unit

graphematic everything that refers to the writing system and phenomena 
pertaining to the writing system in general

• punctuation is a central graphematic phenomenon but not necessarily a graphemic 
phenomenon in the narrow sense

• the graphemic status of punctuation units should be understood as a scalar concept

• an exclusive offline view may not be suitable for studying punctuation (and default 
graphemes?)
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typological Which punctuation forms and which punctuation functions occur in different 
writing systems and which do not?

usage-based Which variation phenomena are formally or functionally loaded and how? At 
what level of the language system does variation play out? How does variation in punctuation 
relate to variation in the use of default graphemes?

historical When and how do punctuation forms and functions become established? 

in relation to grapholinguistic theory in general Which levels of the language system are 
related to punctuation and how? Why can punctuation be described as a success story in 
otherwise very different language and writing systems? How are punctuation units and 
linguistic value related precisely?
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